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Thank you for purchasing the Relaxology 5 massage chair.
1. Please read this manual throughly before using.
2. Please keep this manual for further use.
3. Please pay more attention to the safety precaution.
Note:
Right to make changes: We reserve the right to make changes to 
informationpublished in this document, including without 
limitation specifications andproduct descriptions, at any 
time and without notice. This document supersedes and 
replaces all information supplied prior to the publication 
here of. The picture is for reference only. Please adhere to 
the original products in case of any mistake.
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Safety Precaution

Carefully read and follow this instruction book to assemble and operate

Two parts for safety precaution:warning and attention

alarm for serious accident as hurt of death

alarm for hurt of damages for goods

Presentation from below symbols

Warning

Attention

The activities which were forbidden to do

Request user to follow the instructions

Self-dismount was forbidden

The correct operating way to pull out power plug
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Warning

 Cardiopath (including patients who are using a pacemaker or other 
medical electronic products) 

 Patients with osteoporosis

 Pregnant women or people in poor health condition, please consult 
a physician before using. 
 Children and over drunk person are forbidden to use.  
 Equipped with heating elements. Pay more attention when being 
use by people who is not sensitive to heat. 

Do not use 

Avoid 
accident 

Disassembly
       and 
maintenance 

To avoid fire 
and electric
shock 

 Never storage the cushion and other spare parts crisped 

 Do not disassembly and repair the chair by yourself when the failure 
listed below is happening: The chair is not working property; 
dropped or damaged; get wet by water or soaked in water.
 Do not disassembly and repair the by yourself , ask help from the 
manufacturer, distributor or qualified maintenance person.
 Do not disassembly any spare part of this chair, there is no spare can 
be repaired by yourself.
 Take off the backrest cushion and check the fabric on the backrest, 
if there is any damage, stop using and remove the power connection, 
and ask the distributor to repair.

 Do not use when the connection between the plug and the outlet is
 loose, in case the risk of electric shock or short circuit.
 Do not use a damaged power cord; and do not stretch, twist, rework 
the power cord; never pinned the power cord under the massage 
chair.

 Only connect the plug to a standard and well grounded outlet.
 Make sure the plug is connected well the outlet in case a risk of fire 
or electrical shock.
 Always unplug the power cord when not use.
 Shut down the chair and turn off the switch before 
remove the plug. 

Prevention 
of injury and 
accidents 

To avoid fire
and electric
shock 

 Make sure there is no people or obstacles around the chair when the 
backrest or leg part is reclining, or the leg part is extending. 
 Stop using immediately when there is physical or feelings 
abnormalities, and consult to doctor.
 Reduce the massage intensity while the back rollers is working near 
the head. 
 Do not use this chair to massage the abdomen or knees, pay more 
attention when the back roller is working near the neck. 
 Do not let children or pets play around the chair (especially when 
the chair is working). Do not let anyone sitting or standing on the 
backrest. 
 There should be someone to take care when the chair is using by 
people who is behavior inconvenience or lack of communication 
skills.  

Safety Precaution

Avoid�from�sudden�
accident

Attention

 Do not place or stock this machine near particularly damp
place as swimming room,bathroom and so on

Avoid from electric
leakage or shock

To reduce the risk of 
electric shock.

Avoid from sudden
accident

Gas pipe:may cause eletrical shock,short circuit or fire.
Telephone lines and Lightning rod:may cause eletrical shock,short
circuit or fire.
Conduit:on plastic can’t have function.

Grounding Unable to
connect these space

If not,may cause brea-
kage while eletrified

Separate the power plug from the socket at once,after 
eletricity fails

While stop power supply,do not directly pull from the
power cable

Pull out the plug,if there has any electric problem

Stop power supply,after massage

 Stop power supply,before cleaning.

Must confirm it is under good earth connection

Do not use plug adaptor
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Name of each component

Pillow 

Backrest 

 Remote controller 
 pocket 

Leg part 

Shoulder massager 

Decorating part 
of the armrest

Armrest 

Base cover
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Step 1 Unpack the main body box. 
Carry out the main body, leg part and accessory box, when carrying out the 
main body, we suggest at least two people to help. 

Main body        Leg part           Pillow        Accessory box 

Step 2: Unpack the armrest box 
Take out the armrest and base cover. 

Armrest (Right)    Armrest (Left)

Base cover (Right)   Base cover (Left) 

Step3: Reset the main body
Connect the power cord, and remote controller, turn on the switch on the 
lower back, press the power buttons twice, waiting for about 30 seconds,
the main body will go back to the reset position. 

Original position Reset position

Method of installation

Installation (1)
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Installation (3)Installation (2)

Method of installation Method of installation

Step 4: Install the wheels

Insert the wheels into the iron tube which is on the lower back 
of the main body.

Fix it with screws. 

Step 5: Install the lining iron of the leg part

Fix the front part of the iron with dowels(as picture), fix the back part to 
the push rod with dowels in the same way. Connect the above part to the 
seat frame than fix it with screws. 

Step 6: Connect the leg part

Connect the power cord and air hose to the main body.
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Installation (5)Installation (4)

Method of installation Method of installation

Hung the leg part to the leg part adapter of main body,fix it with pins and blocker.

Zip up the leather case of between the leg part and cushion.

Step 7:Install the base cover

Insert the bottom of the base cover to the connector on the base frame of the 
main body from top to bottom.（Notes:The whole base cover as below）

Fix it with screws.
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40cm

30cm

Confirm and adjust before usage 

Space needed

Before using, make sure the power cord is not knotted, entangled with 
other stuff or crushed under the main body; when the chair is reclining
/lifting, make sure there is no kids, pets or other stuff around in the 
front/back part of the chair; to protect the floor, you can put a blanket 
under the massage chair. 

Make sure there is 40 cm space from the back to the 
wall or other obstacle, and 30 Cm from the front. 

Method of moving 

The chair can be easily moved with the 
wheels on the lower back. While moving,
please raise the front part of the chair 
as the picture shows, and move the chair 
to any suitable place.

Tips:
1. Remove the power cord and 
controller cord before moving.
2. If need to cross a narrow door, 
we suggest to remove the armrest
 first.
3. If the floor is easily scratched, 
don’t use the wheels to move the 
chair, lift it up by at least 4 people,
 and move it.

Do not move the chair while
there is someone sitting on
it.

Attention

Step 8: Install armrest

Installation (6)

Method of installation

Lift the front part, then aim the side parts card at the fixed axis of the 
main body(as part 1 in the picture).Pull the spring hook and push inward
hardly to fix absolutely.

Set the armrest closely to the main body(as picture 2).Insert the parts 
card into intermediate shaft of the main body from the top to the bottom slowly.
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1.Zero gravity: By adjusting the angle of the backrest, seat and leg part, 

the chair can offer a zero gravity position, which makes the massage more 

powerful and maximum the relaxation. 

2.Foot roller: Equipped with 3 rows of rollers, cover the whole sole, offer 

real Thai scrapping massage. 

3.Thai-style foot GUASHA massage : 3 rows of foot rollers can offer you an 

artificial human GUASHA massage from the heel to the toes.

4.Full air pressure arm massager: Offer an air pressure arm massage according to 

18 groups of build-in massage acupuncture point to promote blood circulation.

5.Auto extending leg part: The leg part can automatically stretch and contract 

according to the Individual height and length of the legs.

6.Carbon fiber far-infrared heating:Heat the waist,buttocks &legs&heels by 

50℃simultaneously.It can relieve your cold and pain to promote metabolism.

7.L-shape back track: Back rollers can massage form neck to thigh, and can adjust 

automatically according to the body shape.  

8.Pillow massage: The U-shape pillow can massage your temple accurately to 

relieve your fatigue to lead a perfect effect.

9.Bluetooth connection: Equipped with Bluetooth module, the chair can be 

connected to smart device, and can be operated and play music by smart device. 

   

When the fuse is burned-out, please remove the power plugfirst, turn off the 
switch, use a screw driver to open the fuse holder. Then replace the fuse with 
a same specification. Finally, reset the fuse cover.

Replace the fuse

New features 

fuse box

Installation (7)

Method of installation

Connect the air hose and power cord to the main body.

Finally,insert the fixed block (as picture 3) 
into the the fixed axis of the main body from 
the top to the bottom.

The correct method

The fault method

Confirm and adjust before usage
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Remote controller instruction

Manuai

Speed
Airbag

Roller
width

Arrow key to select ok 
button to contirm

Shoulder adjust

MENU AUTO

HEATING AIR BAG

PAUSE POWER

LEG UP BACK UP

Connect the connecting line of the remote controller to the main body.

Installation (4)

Method of installation

Step 9:Install the back cushion
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Remote controller instruction

Instruction of the buttons

Power: On/off key of the whole chair.
Press this key, the chair will start to work (default massage time 
is 20 minutes), 
press it again, the chair will shut down and go back to the 
reset position. 

Pause 

When the chair is working, press this key, all actions will be 
suspended, press it again, all the actions will recover. 

 Menu
You can choose programs, massage methods, setting functions 
 by pressing this key. 

 Shoulder position adjustment

Adjust the highest position of the back rollers by long 
press these keys. 

Full body program switch 
Press this key to choose and switch full body program, this 
chair has equipped 4 full body program, they are Chinese 
massage, American massage, Thai massage, and Hong-Kong 
massage. 

Direction key 
You can press the up/down key to choose, and press 
 right key to enter sub-directory, press left key to back 
 parent directory, the OK key is for confirm selections. 

Zero gravity Key 
Press this key to enter zero gravity position, the zero gravity 
icon on the display will be light up, and will turn off when you 
adjusting the backrest/leg part angle by manual, which will 
make the chair out of Zero gravity position.  

Lifting up the leg part
By long press this key, the leg part will lifted up. 

Lifting down the leg part
By long press this key, the leg part will lifted down.

Remote controller instruction

Lifting up the backrest
By long press this key, the backrest will lifted up 

Lifting down the backrest
By long press this key, the backrest will lifted down. 

Air bag key 
Turn on/off the air bag massage system by press this key

Heating key
Press this key, the heating system will turned on, and the heating 
icon on the display will be light up, press it again the heating 
system will turned off, and the icon turn into grey. 

Icon and Menu
Auto program 
In the auto program menu, there are four full body program, an upper
body program and a lower body program.

Chinese massage: Stretch function, for those who sitting for a long time 
everyday.  
Hong-Kong massage: Regular position massage, for those who prefer a more 
gentle massage. 
American massage: The chair will works like a rocking chair, help the user to 
get a better rest
Thai style massage: The massage position changes every 3 minutes, for those 
who need a deep massage.
Upper/lower body massage: Partial body massage program. 

MENU

AUTO

MANUNL

SETTING

LANGUAGE

AUTO AUTO

CHINESE CHINESE

Hong-kong style Hong-kong style

AMERICAN AMERICAN

THAI THAI

UPPER BODY UPPER BODY

LOWER BODY LOWER BODY
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Remote controller instruction
Manual mode
Click the “Menu” button, then choose the “Manual” to start manual program. 
Use up/down key to choose, OK to confirm. 

Massage method: In this subdirectory, you can use up/down key to choose. 
There are six massage method: Kneading, Tapping, Knocking, Shiatsu, 
Rolling, Combination. 
Part: This subdirectory is for back roller massage range, us up/down to 
choose. Offer 3 options: Full, partial, point. 

Width: This subdirectory is for adjusting the massage width of the back 
 rollers. Offer wide, middle, narrow for option. 

Speed: This subdirectory is for adjusting the massage speed of the back 
rollers. Offer 6 degree for option. 
Air bag: This subdirectory is for managing the air bag system, contains 
part and intensity option. 

Part: In this Subdirectory, you can turn on/off some air bags by choose it and 
select the off/on button. 
Intensity: This is for adjusting the air pressure intensity, offer 5 degree 
for option. 

MANUNL

SETTING

LANGUAGE

MENU

AUTO

MANUNL METHOD

KNEADING

ROLLING

KNOCKING

SHIATSU

COMBINATION

TAPPING

BACKMETHOD

BODY PART

WIDTH

SPEED

AIR BAG

HEATING

FOOT ROLLER

BODY PART

BACK

SPEED

BACKFULL BODY

PARTIAL

FOCUS

AIR BAG

PARTIAL

INTENCITY

BACK

PARTIAL

HEAD

WAIST

ARM

BUTTOCKS

LEG

WHOLE

ON

OFF

BACK

INTENCITY

OFF

BACK

Remote controller instruction

Foot roller
Choose roller, in the subdirectory, you can adjust the roller speed, 
offer 3 grade for option.

Setting
Press “Menu” key, choose “Setting”, enter the subdirectory. 

Time: Setting work time, offer 10 minutes, 20 minutes, 30 minutes 
for option. 

Bluetooth: Turning on/off the Bluetooth module. By default, it is turn off.

MANUAL

BACK

OFF

METHOD

BODY PART

WIDTH

SPEED

AIR BAG

HEATING

FOOT ROLLER

SPEED

SETTING TIME

BACKTIME

BLUETOOTH

SERIAL NAMBER

SETTING

TIME BACK

BLUETOOTH

BLUETOOTH

SERIAL NAMBER

ON

OFF
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Remote controller instruction

Tips:
1.Under auto/manual mode, the display will switch to the home page after 
10 seconds without any operation. 

Home page while 
under manual mode

Home page while 
under manual mode

Tips:
During working, press “Menu” twice, it will go back to the home 
page immediately. 
In the home page, under manual/auto program, press shoulder 
position key to adjust the highest position of the back rollers. 
Press “auto” key to choose auto program. 

2. Before running auto program, it will 
inspect shoulder position first. After the 
inspection, it will switch to the auto program. 

Speed Speed
Airbag Airbag
Roller Roller
width width

Arrow key to select ok 
button to contirm

Arrow key to select ok 
button to contirm

AUTOMANUNL

Arrow key to select ok 
button to contirm

Body sening

shoulder adjust

CHINESE

1
8

5
C

M

Smart phone client usage
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Troubleshooting

Failure Possible cause Processing method

Can not work after
supplied power

Didn’t turn on the power switch

Didn’t choose massage program 

Bad connection between plug and socket

Power cord or plug damaged 

The fuse burned up

A fault in the controlling circuit

Turn on the switch

Choose a massage program 

Connect again

Replace the power cord

Replace the fuse 

Contact with the maintenance 
department of supplier

Working with tap-tap
-tap or hum sounds

Different hight for
the massage rollers

Abnormal sounds 
suddenly occurred 
while working

Suddenly stopped 
working

Can not recline

Can not restore after
relined

Control panel 
overheat seriously

Abnormal overheat 
             from
power wire and plug

Sounds from air pump, motor or other
mechanical parts

Rollers under alternately work

If after long time works

Cause from long time work

If  after long time works

Auto programmed time is up

Obstructer there; work overloaded 
automatically
stopped work for protecting machine

Problem on electromotion pole or plug-ing
under bad connection

Cause from long time work

Work overloadingly

Causes from other resons

Normal phenomenon

Normal phenomenon

Cut down the power and check after
30 minutes

Contact with the maintenance worker

Supply power again

Cut down the power and use after
30 minutes

To move the obstructer; stop work and
use after 30 minutes

Contact with the maintenance worker

Cut down the power and call the 
maintenance worker

Cut down the power and use after 30
minutes

Cut down the power and call the 
maintenance worker

Attention

If problems all are not from above reasons, please stop power supply and contact
with the distributor or factory for maintenance.
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Model

Performance parameter

Specifications

Massage Stroke Length(cm)

Rollers Space Between(cm)

Tap (cpm)

Pummel (cpm)

Knead&Tap (cpm)

Shiatsu (cpm)

Knead (cpm)

Calfrest Recline Angle(° )

Backrest  Recline Angle(° )

Calfrest stretch Length (cm)

Model
Technical Spec

Dimension of main box.(cm)

Dimension of armrest 
box.(cm)

Net weight of main box.(kgs)

Gross weight of main 
box.(kgs)

Net weight of main box.(kgs)

Gross weight of armrest
box.(kgs)

Model
Specifications

Rated Voltage

Rated Frequency

Power Consumption

Safety Standards Type 1

  220W

50/60Hz

AC100-120V   

Relaxology 5

Relaxology 5

Relaxology 5

37

33

137

L165*W54*H67

L150*W66*H88

0-25

128-160

0-100

25-100

180

10-90

100-450

200-600

4-18

130

130
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